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The Unicorn In The Barn
From the creators of the "New York Times" bestseller "Dragons Love Tacos" comes a rollicking, rhyme-tastic, interactive book where kids
discover the lost art of the high five and improve their slapping skills. From hand-limbering stretches to lessons on five-ing with finesse,
readers are guided through a series of interactive challenges. Full color.
Simplified Chinese edition of Because of the Rabbit
Simplified Chinese edition of The Runaway Bunny - a Margaret Wise Brown and Clement Hurd classic parents everywhere read to their
children, reassuring that no matter what they do, a mother's love is always constant.
Stories are something you carry with you, something to last your entire life, to be passed on to your children, and their children for evermore.'
Duncan Williamson came from a family of Travelling People, who told stories around the campfire for entertainment and for teaching. As a
child, Duncan learnt the ways of the world through stories: 'My father's knowledge told us how to live in this world as natural human beings -not to be greedy, not to be foolish, not to be daft or selfish -- by stories.' In this collection, he passes on some of these wonderful children's
folk and fairy tales. For over sixty years Duncan travelled around Scotland -- on foot, then in a horse and cart, and later an old van -collecting tales, which not only come from the Travelling People but from the crofters, farmers and shepherds he met along the way. This
collection includes tales about cunning foxes and storytelling cats, hunchbacked ogres and beautiful unicorns, helpful broonies and
mysterious fairies, rich kings and fearsome warriors, as well as those about ordinary folk trying to make their way in the world. The stories
have been written down as faithfully as possible to Duncan's unique storytelling voice, full of colour, humour and life.
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting high-adventure series--set in a magical time, full of Wizards,
Warriors, Giants and Sprites. This was once the story of a young boy Wizard and a young girl Warrior who had been taught since birth to hate
each other like poison. But now, the boy Wizard and girl Warrior have been brought together in the Badwoods and they have witnessed the
shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away Magic. They will need to cast aside their differences once more--for an Evil Spell has
broken free. It's up to Xar and Wish to find the ingredients. But it means entering dangerous territory unannounced... Cressida Cowell brings
her trademark wit to this spellbinding sequel, along with the stunning artwork and heartfelt adventure that has made her beloved around the
world, weaving a story that is sure to transport readers to a world that will enchant and bewitch them.
From the bestselling authors of Yesterday’s Gone, The Inevitable, Invasion, and Fat Vampire comes A Fistful of Magic: Unicorn Western
Book Three a reinvention of both the western genre and unicorn lore. After pursuing Dharma Kold and his captive Mai to the holy town of
Precipice, Clint and his unicorn Edward find the dusty village possessed — subdued by two warring bosses who are both looking for an
ancient and powerful artifact. One of the factions is being controlled by Kold’s dark magic, but the other, it seems, might be even more
dangerous. Edward has warned that the Orb of Malevolence, in the wrong hands, would be lethal to the very fabric of the world, so Clint and
Edward must get in the middle of the two dark and vying factions and find the Orb first… or die trying. ????? "Without question, I was surprised
at how much I enjoyed the writing. The main character, Edward, is a unicorn. I say this, because though our hero is Clint, the gunslinger, he is
cast in the role of sidekick. It is a fun dynamic between the two. The writing is top notch and at times seems to hint at Douglas Adams." -Brian D. Meeks ????? "I flew through this episode/book as if I were starving...and in a way I was. Finished the first two and couldn't wait for
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#3. Luckily I didn't have long to wait. LOVE, LOVE, LOVE Edward, Clint and heck, even the bad guys!" -- Jkaustin02 ????? "Well-written and
engaging. Excellent climax. A large part of this book is an homage to A Fistful of Dollars, and it is done extremely well, in a way that invokes
the original, but treads on totally new ground (especially the final battle---unforgettable!). Well worth your time." -- Michael Elliot ????? "Holy
mindfuck Batman! Not to sound creepy but your brains are now on magnificent display in MY mind palace. Thanks for the awesome reads." -Billie Goodman A Fistful of Magic is book three in the 9-book Unicorn Western Series. It's like Stephen King’s The Dark Tower, but with more
magic, more fun, and more turkey pie. Read the entire completed series today!
Called an "enchanting, compassionate tale" by Booklist, this tender and illustrated middle-grade fantasy about a boy and the unicorn that
changes his worldview is perfect for fans of Hello, Universe and Katherine Applegate.
The Magical Cloud Calamity By: Patricia Macko The age-old practice of cloud watching is a form of entertainment that is passed down from
generation to generation. Who doesn’t remember a day in their childhood, laying on the grass and looking up at the fluffy white clouds in the
sky as they take the shape of animals, people, and interesting objects? This book is the result of doing just that with the author’s
grandchildren. The Magical Cloud Calamity turns this activity into an adventure for twins Cody and Rose as the result of a secret shared with
their beloved Gram. The author hopes this book will help children and grandparents everywhere find that cloud watching together will create
fond memories for years to come.

Thieves aren’t known for doing other people favors, but a unicorn is a treasure of a whole different color. Winter was on
her way out of town anyway, so what’s a little baggage? Never mind that fleeing Anton with a barely weaned unicorn
could get her killed or thrown in prison if she gets caught. Winter is a skilled thief. It should have been an easy job. She
wasn’t counting on a dragon with postpartum depression, the dragon’s unhatched egg or the injured wizard with a
shakier past than her own. The plan was to depart town for greener pastures and easier purses to snatch. Too bad
leaving requires pulling off the biggest heist of all.
"This fantastical novel [is] well-developed... fast-paced and believable." — San Francisco Book Review ? “Alluring...
Alexander writes sensitively about reality falling short of dreams..." — Publisher's Weekly “...a sophisticated and
fantastical twist to the beloved Cinderella fairy tale.” — A. G. Howard, author of the Splintered Series When Eleanor Brice
loses a glass slipper, she unexpectedly gains a royal fiancé and a way out of her abusive stepmother’s house.
Unfortunately, eight years of mistreatment, isolation, and clandestine book learning hardly prepared Eleanor for life at
Eclatant Palace, where women are seen, not heard. According to Eleanor’s eavesdropping parrot, no one at court
appreciates her unladylike tendency to voice her opinion. To make matters worse, Gregory Desmarais, Crown Prince of
Cartheigh, spends his last night of bachelorhood on a drunken whoring spree. Before the ink dries on her marriage
proclamation, Eleanor realizes she loves her husband’s best friend, the intellectual, surprisingly sensitive former soldier,
Dorian Finley. As Gregory’s mercurial nature comes to light, Eleanor wrestles with her feelings for Dorian, flounders in
her new role, and makes powerful enemies—foes who use Eleanor as a scapegoat in a magical plot to unseat the royal
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family. Eleanor Brice is a princess. She lives in an enchanted castle. She even has her own unicorn. But she’s lived
through childhood trauma, she has insecurities and anxieties, and she makes dreadful relationship choices. In short,
she’s a real woman in a fairy tale world, and this is her happily-ever-after.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????“???”?“????”?“??”????????????????????????“????”?“???
??” ?????????????????????????????????????????
Simplified Chinese edition of Bear Came Along
Massive Federation armies invade Alcea through magical portals seeking to devastate the entire continent. Outnumbered four to one, the Alceans grimly prepare for the bloody conflict, but victory on the battlefield is not good enough
for young King Arik. Knowing that the Great Demon has initiated the war between the two countries solely to provide a
million tears to fulfill an ancient prophecy, King Arik demands that the Knights of Alcea spare as many of the enemy
soldiers as they can. While defeat on the battlefield means death for the Alceans, a victory that allows the Great Demon
to fulfill the ancient prophecy will mean eternal servitude to Alutar.
It’s the epic battle of brains against manes. Which side are you on? It’s a question as old as time itself: which is better,
the zombie or the unicorn? This all-original anthology edited by Holly Black (Team Unicorn) and Justine Larbalestier
(Team Zombie) makes strong arguments for both sides in the form of spectacular short stories. Half of the stories portray
the strengths—for good and evil—of unicorns, and half show the good (and really, really badass) side of zombies.
Contributors include many bestselling authors, including Cassandra Clare, Libba Bray, Maureen Johnson, Meg Cabot,
Scott Westerfeld, and Margo Lanagan. This anthology will have everyone asking: Team Zombie or Team Unicorn?
????????
The Cat and the Squirrel come to blows with the Duck in arguing about who will perform what duty in preparing their
pumpkin soup, and they almost lose the Duck's friendship when he decides to leave them.
Charlotte knew her first day at Griffin Sanctuary wasn't going to boring, but when a unicorn without a horn arrives, she realises just how hard
it is to look after endangered mythical creatures. - The Unicorn Herd is book one in the modern fantasy Griffin Sanctuary series. It is packed
full of adventure, mythical creatures, and an f/f romantic sub-plot.
The Unicorn in the BarnHMH Books For Young Readers
To become successful, you must live by time-tested and scriptural principles of winners. If you know the right principles and turn them into
habits, you will break through the barriers and limitations around you and climb the heights reserved only for the legends. This piece details
some winning principles observed from the habits of animals and birds described by God in His discourse with Job. WINNING HABITS:
LEARNING FROM ANIMALS is metaphorical and graphic; you won't forget the lessons once you remember the animals. DAYO ADEOLA is a
solicitor and an entrepreneur. He is a persuasive bible teacher and a compelling author. He is founder and president of Quick Rescue
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Ministry International, a non-denominational and freelance Christian outreach organization. He lives in Lagos, Nigeria with his family.
????:????????,?????????????,????????????????,????.??????????,??????????,????????,?????,?????????????????.
????: Happy birthday to you. -- ??: ??????(??).
?????"??----"????????????:??????,?,?????,????????.?????????,?????????,????????,????,????????????.?????,??????.??,????????????????
????????.?????????????????????????,??????:????????????????;????,????????,???.
When the earth had just one ocean and one landmass, it was a time of warlords, witches, wizards, dragons, unicorns and other mystical
creatures. In this time, a good king leaves his homeland with his people to save them from a wicked wizard and his hordes, who were
scourging the land. They flee to an island out on the sea, that it is the most beautiful place with lush flora and abundant fauna. It is there that
a young prince discovers a lake where beautiful white unicorns are foraging. Nearby, is a cave that is partially hidden by a viny bush. This is
where the unicorns live. Find out what a young Prince does to gain the favor of The King of the Unicorns
This tender and illustrated middle-grade fantasy about a boy and the unicorn that changes his worldview is perfect for fans of Hello, Universe
and Katherine Applegate. For years people have claimed to see a mysterious white deer in the woods around Chinaberry Creek. One
evening, Eric Harper thinks he spots it.
Divide and conquer. Drew quieted his mind and steadied his breathing, then reached out with The Knowing. He hoped that something as
familiar as fear would be revealed by an obvious emotional tag, something he could identify and latch onto. Whether Drew could grapple with
the man's fear and then take control, well, that was another matter. Ignore everything but the emotions of the superstitious man. All at once
the jungle around him disappeared as though a dark shroud had been pulled over the trees, the bushes, and the rocks. The flames of the
campfire turned pale, a stain of gray light in a void of utter darkness. The humid air, alive with the droning of insects, thickened, and the
sound trailed away as though disappearing down a funnel. Beneath it all, a faint pounding like the beat of a distant bass drum floated on the
wind. The pounding quickened, closer now, each beat echoing. " Bump - bump, bump - bump, bump - bump. " The beats grew more intense
until at last the sound resonated deep inside his head. A heart beat, racing faster and faster, until the beats joined in one continuous stream.
Diaz was aware of a presence invading his mind. The intrusion into his emotions whipped him into a state of panic. But Drew had to delve
further still.
?????:?????????????????????,?????????"???",???????????,????????.???????????????????,???????????.??????,??????????????,???????
????----??????,????????.????????,??????????????.
Even magic can’t solve everything. . . . After facing down the forces of Fairy in mortal combat, Persephone Alcmedi still must deal with the
aftermath. Not only does Seph now possess deadly secrets she must hide from the arcane and mundane world alike, but the dozens of
magical creatures who’ve taken up residence behind her cornfield need food and shelter, and there’s still her foster daughter Beverly’s
tenth birthday party to plan. And that’s not all. . . . Seph’s boyfriend Johnny has revealed himself as the wærewolf Domn Lup, and the ruler
of the wære world is en route from Romania to make sure Johnny really is the “king” he claims to be. But Johnny’s hiding a dangerous
secret: his magic is locked in his mysterious tattoos. He and Seph must find a way for him to reclaim it—fast—despite those who have no
intention of letting Johnny gain his full powers. Seph knows that, in the arcane world, strength is always a necessity and power must be
constantly proven, but how far is she willing to go to succeed . . . and at what cost?
From the bestselling authors of Yesterday’s Gone, The Inevitable, Invasion, and Fat Vampire comes Shimmer To Yuma: Unicorn Western
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Book Four, a reinvention of both the western genre and unicorn lore. On their way to intercept Dharma Kold before he finds the deadly third
Orb — and to finally free the captive Mai — Clint and Edward come across a botched Realm operation, where a shotgun-wielding bandit leads
his gang to rob an exposed magic vein. Assisting the authorities who exiled him isn’t something that Clint is eager to do, but that changes
when he learns that helping to escort the bandit to justice might finally mean finding an open doorway back to The Realm… ????? "this story
keeps getting more epic and awesome with each passing book. What I especially liked in this one was the addition of some great new
characters who I instantly liked. Also, like some other reviewers have written, this book has a really great ending." -- Buddy Gott ?????
"Johnny B. Truant and Sean Platt have built a wonderful world where an unicorn and a Marshall can make a difference. The jokes, getting
better with each book, are like steak sauce on a $50.00 New York Strip. You don't need it, but the extra flavor, now and again, is a delight." -Brian D. Meeks ????? "Plenty of action, the promise of chili, ropes and restraints...and one very confused unicorn. This series is shaping up
nicely and still holding plenty of tension - along with a few surprises, too." -- Demelza Carlton ????? "This was a great continuation of the
story; it was fun to see how Clint manages to work through his life without the help of Edward (the unicorn) who normally is able to solve most
of his problems for him. The last couple of paragraphs of the story caught me completely by surprise, and now I can't wait for Unicorn
Western 5!" -- Erin M. Shimmer To Yuma is book four in the 9-book Unicorn Western Series. It's like Stephen King’s The Dark Tower, but
with more magic, more fun, and more turkey pie. Read the entire completed series today!
Massive Federation armies invade Alcea through magical portals seeking to devastate the entire continent. Outnumbered four to one, the
Alceans grimly prepare for the bloody conflict, but victory on the battlefield is not good enough for young King Arik. Knowing that the Great
Demon has initiated the war between the two countries solely to provide a million tears to fulfill an ancient prophecy, King Arik demands that
the Knights of Alcea spare as many of the enemy soldiers as they can. While defeat on the battlefield means death for the Alceans, a victory
that allows the Great Demon to fulfill the ancient prophecy will mean eternal servitude to Alutar.
Aura Nilssen’s life hasn’t gone at all according to plan. She’s the unwitting heir to a tainted throne, the recipient of not one but two
unwanted legacies, and she’s on the hit list of every dark realm in the cosmos. But with weeks to go before her graduation from Alfheim
Academy and official coronation as Queen, the reluctant royal thinks she can finally take a breath. She should have known better. When her
allies’ borders are breached, Aura knows it’s only a matter of time before Alfheim is attacked. And when dark powers move against her
home, Aura and her friends set out to determine exactly who might be strong enough to overpower the light realms. With more than just
Alfheim’s future on the line, Aura must decide how much she’s willing to sacrifice for the home she’s grown to love . . . and the warrior
who’s claimed her heart.
Normal 0 false false false MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 Life was good for Baby Gin. Growing up in the rural South, she was the apple of her
daddy's eye and was coddled and spoiled by a loving housekeeper and an elder brother who thought she could do no wrong. And she was in
love. Baby Gin lived for the summers when she knew Cary Ellington would come to stay with his grandfather. She had grand designs for
marrying him when she was all grown up. Of course, she took for granted that Cary would see things the same way. It never occurred to her
that a ten-year age difference would be of consequence to him. But we all know what they say about a woman scorned. The Unicorn Glade is
a coming-of-age story of a girl's quest for understanding of the world around her, especially when she realizes that she can't always get what
she wants. It is a journey of self discovery and self realization, of finding her way out of darkness and learning to see beauty in the world even
when things do not feel so beautiful. Written in a style evocative of the South, the book is peopled by a host of quirky characters who live in
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and around the small town of Indianola, Mississippi. The author's smooth, soothing, sometimes rambling prose brings to mind hot summer
nights and warm gentle breezes, and will have you reaching for a cool mint julep by the end of the first page. A light-hearted, humorous, and
often irreverent book, it is filled with anecdotes and old Southern expressions, with a heaping helping of gossip served on the side.
Simplified Chinese edition of What We'll Build: Plans For Our Together Future

This novella is a Victorian romance with a steampunk twist. It is a standalone read that compliments the Artifact Hunters series.
Amy Hamilton is a good girl. She always did exactly as society demanded, kept her eyes downcast, never spoke out of turn, and
hid the myriad of questions swirling in her brain. In return for shutting off her intellect she landed an abusive fiancé and was cast
aside by the ton. Disgraced, she seeks refuge at the Lyons' country estate. There she is given a bracelet made from a unicorn's
tail and told it contains enough magic to grant one wish. She knows what she wants, someone to love the true her, and not the
shallow image that smiles back from the mirror. She never expected the unicorn to send her two men… Lachlan Hawke - dashing
airship pirate and notorious rogue. Jackson Jackson - the scarred henchman and enforcer for the Lyons Empire. The two men
have a bet, who will be first to win a kiss from the delicate rose? The loser to be tarred and feathered. Loki is sure of a quick
victory and that Jackson will be impersonating a chicken by the end of the week. Jackson doesn't even know why he agreed to the
stupid bet, the girl shudders whenever he enters a room. But the men are about to learn you should be careful making bets when a
unicorn is involved…. Keywords: steampunk, gaslamp, historical fantasy, victorian, paranormal romance, action and adventure,
alternate history
Eleanor Brice Desmarais, she of the cracked glass slipper and unladylike intellectual propensities, has learned that happily-everafter is as rare as a frozen dragon, even for a happenstance princess. She survived a plot against her life, but her marriage to the
alcoholic, womanizing Prince Gregory of Cartheigh remains at best a sham, and at worse, a potential noose around her neck.
Gregory is increasingly suspicious of Eleanor’s unusually close relationship with his best friend, Dorian Finley, and with good
reason. Ironically, Gregory seems to be engaged in his own scandalous love affair— with Eleanor’s scheming stepsister, no less.
Eleanor understands the harsh realities of women’s lives in her kingdom, so she turns her energies to a school for impoverished
girls, until an evil magician’s deception destroys the school and unleashes a festering plague. From the Fire-iron walls of Eclatant
Palace to the slums of Meggett Fringe, no one, magical or mundane, is safe from the fever-induced delirium of the Great Burning.
Not even Eleanor’s children. As Eleanor’s happily-ever-after morphs from circumspect to heartbreaking to mortally dangerous, for
both herself and Dorian, she faces her greatest losses and her harshest reckoning. No matter what life hands her, however, she
finds the strength to do what she must. She stares down her challenges, protects her loved ones, and fights to change the world.
Just like women everywhere, in her world, and ours.
Traditional Chinese edition of Train To Somewhere
STARLEY'S RUST a YA urban fantasy Book 2 of the EMBODIED trilogy Six months ago, Kari Marriner’s life was torn apart. Now
turned 17, she’s looking for answers in her rural Wisconsin hometown. But just as the Embodied seemed to have vanished,
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there’s a new, more terrifying visitor from the Dark Universe. Back in Manhattan, a charismatic English artist named Starley
convinces Kari he can find her missing mother if she flies to Paris with him. He also shares an incredible secret from the dawn of
mankind. But Starley is not who he seems. Before she knows it, Kari finds herself standing in front of the Mona Lisa with him,
yelling out, “He’s got a bomb!” And that’s when things go totally insane. The Rebel Embodied’s henchman, Cilic, returns to
Earth on a deadly mission. The body of Kari’s treacherous friend Aranara is washed up on the banks of the Hudson. But is she
really dead? In the Paris catacombs, Kari and Starley are hunted by a nightmarish mythical creature that’s all too real. A family
mystery, an exiled race, freakish beasts, jealousy, love… and death. Kari has to face them all in the fast-paced fantasy thriller .
Starley’s Rust is the spellbinding second novel in JB Dutton’s EMBODIED trilogy. The first installment, Silent Symmetry, was
published in 2013 and reached the #1 spot on Amazon’s free Kindle ebook Futuristic & Sci-Fi Romance chart. Goodreads raves
for Silent Symmetry “...so hard to put down” 5-star review “The concept is unique, interesting, gripping” 5-star review “...a bizarre
and scary world” 5-star review “Kari's adventure was thrilling!” 4-star review “It's unique (never read anything like it before)”
5-star review “...really, really good” 5-star review “...filled with mystery and danger” 5-star review “...can't wait for the sequel.”
5-star review “Who doesn't love hot aliens?” 5-star review About the author JB Dutton is the pseudonym of author John B. Dutton
when writing Young Adult and Children's fiction. After graduating from film school in London, England, John emigrated to Montreal
in 1987, where he still lives with his two young children and their even younger goldfish. He spent over a decade as a music TV
director before moving into the advertising industry as an award-winning copywriter for clients such as Cirque du Soleil. John has
written novels, short stories, blogs, screenplays and a stage play, and is currently writing a trilogy of Young Adult novels. John
speaks four languages and has been married three times in three different countries in three different decades. He therefore likes
the odd pint of Guinness. And he’s pretty keen on the even pints too… Visit John's website at johnbdutton.wordpress.com
In this enchanting story Evie and Diamond are invited to take part in a riding camp high up in the Cloud Kingdom. Can Evie and
their new friends help a runaway unicorn and it's rider find their way home before a storm arrives? Turn to the back of the book to
discover more pony facts and activities. With a fabulous free poster too! Praise for Princess Evie's Ponies picture books "Horses,
princesses, magic - this ticks every girly box and there's even a press-out pony." The Bookseller "This series of books is a real
treat for lovers of pink, sparkles, ponies and jewels - it is all here. With excellent stories and beautiful pictures, we love them!"
Angels & Urchins "The removable pop-up horse in each book makes them irresistibly collectable for little girls." The Bookseller
Children's Previews "Delicately coloured illustrations match the theme of the story beautifully. Collectable!" Parents in Touch
Nine-year-old Bibblyabba's father, Mondog, is lost and considered dead by everyone. The son's quest for his father leads him to a
dragon, a wizard and a unicorn, who help him.
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